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Newly elected opposition Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn’s reluctance to 
endorse his party’s previously pro-European Union stance has the potential to 
help those campaigning for Britain to stay in the bloc.

Deutsche Bank AG is considering cutting as many as 8,000 jobs in addition 
to selling a consumer-banking unit, which would shrink the total workforce 
almost 25 percent, according to a person familiar with the matter.

The dollar is in the midst of its strongest rally since 1984 and -- unlike then -- 
there may be little anyone can do to stop it.

14 September

Seven years after the collapse of Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc., Europe’s 
largest banks are poised for more bloodletting.

Junk-bond investors are bracing for a surge in corporate defaults that would 
exceed the most pessimistic forecast from credit raters as the Federal Reserve 
contemplates its first interest-rate increase since 2006.

Samsung Engineering Co., South Korea’s biggest engineering company, 
jumped the most in more than 18 years on the Korea Exchange on expectations 
that it would try again to merge with Samsung Heavy Industries Co.

Indian stock-index futures advanced as investors await the outcome of the 
U.S. Federal Reserve’s monetary meeting on Thursday, and after overseas 
investors halted a $995 million selloff.

15 September

Oil refineries in Europe, after decades of shutting down or converting to 
storage depots, are now earning so much money that they don’t want to stop, 
even for routine maintenance. One side effect may be a shortage of gasoline 
supply early next year.

Whenever the Federal Reserve finally pulls the trigger on its first rate increase 
in nine years, investors are speculating it’s European stocks that will offer 
respite from the market turbulence.

Malaysian stocks rose the most in more than two years and the ringgit gained 
after an overnight surge in Brent crude eased concern that finances will 
deteriorate for Asia’s only major oil exporter.

Ride-sharing application BlaBlaCar has raised $200 million in new funding, 
bringing the French company’s valuation to $1.6 billion as it attempts to 
expand into new markets and help keep up with growth after its community 
of drivers more than doubled last year.

16 September

Opposition leader Jeremy Corbyn said Labour will campaign to keep Britain in 
the European Union as the bloc may support his goals to raise more revenue 
from the City and protect workers’ rights.

Denmark’s foreign minister, Kristian Jensen, says Europe needs to change 
its approach in handling the refugee crisis or risk an even bigger human 
catastrophe.

The dollar was set for weekly declines against the euro and yen after the 
Federal Reserve refrained from raising interest rates and markets slashed 
bets on an increase this year.

Investors have taken the Federal Reserve standing pat on interest rates as 
a signal to sell, with stocks falling from the U.S. to Japan as American policy 
makers’ concern over global economic weakness fuels demand for the haven 
of debt.

17 September

The euro extended a drop from Friday, the biggest in three weeks, as traders 
anticipated European Central Bank officials will continue to flag a readiness to 
ease monetary policy amid the risk of slower growth and inflation.

Secretary of State John Kerry said the U.S. will take in thousands more 
refugees fleeing the conflict in Syria, stressing that President Bashar al-Assad 
must go for there to be a lasting settlement to the country’s four-year civil war.

Louis Dreyfus Commodities BV named Gonzalo Ramirez as chief executive 
officer, ending a 17-month search for the top job at the 164-year-old 
commodity trader.

TPG Capital and other private-equity investors said the U.S. Federal Reserve 
will probably keep interest rates low and avoid destabilizing markets.

18 September


